New Fellows of the American College of Physicians
November 1, 2017

The following 337 new Fellows were approved for election by the Credentials Committee. Their names are listed by regions assignment in alphabetical order by last name. New Fellows outside of ACP Chapters are listed under Other Countries.

**Alabama**

Kondal Kyanam, MBBS FACP

**Alaska**

Kimberly C Capp, DO FACP

**Alberta**

Amanda J Brisebois, MD FACP
Afshan Y Ghani, MBBS FRCPC FACP
Cheryl E Goldstein, MD FACP
Fraulein D Morales, MD FACP
Jennifer S Ringrose, MD FACP
Irwindeep Sandhu, MD FACP
Alvin P Villanueva, MD FACP

**Arkansas**

Jyoti Chaudhary, MBBS FACP
Penchala S Mittadodla, MD FACP
Andrea L Read, DO FACP
Appalanaidu Sasapu, MD FACP
Shailendra Singh, MBBS FACP
Sharmilan Thanendararajan, MD FACP
Muthu Kumaran Veeraputhiran, MBBS FACP

**Bangladesh**

Syeda Fahmida Hossain, MBBS FACP
Md Abdul Ali Mia, MBBS FACP

**California Northern**

Tin T Kyaw, MD FACP
Glenda Lovell, MD FACP
Velummylum Prabaharan, MD FACP

**California Southern 1**

Alaleh Bazmi, MD FACP
Marc I Lavin, MD FACP
Deborah Moran, MD FACP
Michael A Uyeki, MD FACP

**California Southern 2**
Shivani Reddy Scharf, DO FACP

**California Southern 3**
Roger Yu, MD FACP

**Caribbean**
Purcel D Anderson, MD FACP

**Central America**
Maria S Castejon Welchez, MD FACP
Josefina M Fletcher, MD FACP

**Colorado**
Jesse D Bolton, MD FACP
Steven Brizendine, MD FACP
Heather Cassidy, MD FACP
David Ecker, MD FACP
Kanwal Ejaz, MBBS FACP
Andrew N Fedorowicz, MD FACP
Will Finn, MD FACP
Daniel J Freese, DO FACP
Melanie L Gerrick, MD FACP
Stanley R Gunstream, MD FACP
Michelle R Klaus, MD FACP
Richard C Lamb, MD FACP
Juan N Lessing, MD FACP
Tracy E Lippard, MD FACP
Mark M MacElwee, MD FACP
Amy Maiocco, MD FACP
Lela S Mansoori, MD FACP
Jennifer A McBride, MD FACP
Mary W McCord, MD FACP
Sue A Meyer, MD FACP
Andrea L Nederved, MD FACP
Andrea L Ryan, DO FACP
Wagner J Schorr, MD FACP
John A Updike, MD FACP
Connecticut

Inginia Genao, MD FACP
Lavanya Jitendranath, MBBS FACP
Katherine McKenzie, MD FACP

District of Columbia

Aileen Y Chang, MD FACP
Amy E Chused, MD FACP
Anne M Lesburg, MD FACP

Florida

Claude Bassil, MD FACP
Martin Dietrich, MD PhD FACP
Hans K Ghayee, DO FACP
Manrique O Iriarte, MD FACP
Dinesh Keerty, MBBS FACP
Sowmya Nanjappa, MD FACP
Katri P Palonen, MD FACP
Kenneth K Poon, MD FACP

Georgia

Bhavin Adhyaru, MD FACP
Nugma Chadha, MD FACP
Christine T Charaf, MD FACP
Vince Faridani, MD FACP
Tracey Henry, MD MPH MS FACP

Idaho

Michael F Krug, MD FACP

Illinois Northern

Azazuddin A Ahmed, MD FACP
Sanjay A Patel, MD FACP
Mohammed Samee, MD FACP
Tahira Yasmeen, MD FACP

Illinois Southern

Abigail Adams, MD FACP
Anuradha Kantamneni, MBBS FACP
India
Mohammed Afsal, MD FACP
Sanjay Dash, MD FACP
Dheeraj Kapoor, MD FACP

Indiana
Theodore F Logan, MD FACP
Christine N Tran, DO FACP

Iowa
Aneesa Afroze, MD FACP
Ahmed J Chaudhary, MD FACP
Maria A Guevara Hernandez, MD FACP
Julia M Jones, MD FACP
Chandan Mitra, MBBS FACP

Japan
Junya Ako, MD FACP
Yasuaki Hayashino, MD FACP
Takahiko Tsutsumi, MD FACP

Kansas
Jeffrey L Beasley, DO FACP

Kentucky
Ihab Almagdub, MD FACP
Elijah V. Kakani, MD FACP
Mark A Schroer, MD FACP

Louisiana
Merrill J Laurent, MD FACP

Massachusetts
Suresh K Chirumamilla, MD FACP
Fatima Cody Stanford, MD FACP
Grace Huang, MD FACP
Amy Ship, MD FACP
Leigh H Simmons, MD FACP
Nestor G Tarragona, MD FACP
Shreekant Vasudhev, MD FACP
Maryland
Sohail Aman, MBBS FACP
Saverio Mirarchi, MD FACP
Charmian Sittambalam, MD FACP
Anita Tammara, MD FACP

Michigan
Joanne K Baker, DO FACP
Rafael A Bloise, MD FACP
Carol E Chenoweth, MD FACP
Janice G Farrehi, MD FACP
Ariadne Lie, MD FACP
Jennifer Lukela, MD FACP
Shahid Ahmed Mohammed, MD FACP
Elisa A Ostafin, MD FACP
Rachel Perlman, MD FACP
Jordan K Schaefer, MD FACP
Laraine L Washer, MD FACP
David E Willens, MD FACP
Michael F Yacoub, MD FACP

Mississippi
Frederick H Asher, MD FACP
Rajesh Bhagat, MBBS FACP
Christopher J LeBrun, MD FACP
Lillian F Lien, MD FACP
Gary H Nowell, MD FACP
Jason J Parham, MD FACP
Pami J Taylor, MD FACP
Risa M Webb, MD FACP
Beverly G Windham, MD FACP

Missouri
Nathan Bahr, MD FACP
Jason Dausman, MD FACP
Kirsten F. Dunn, MD FACP
Thulasiram Gogireddy, MD FACP
Muhammad W Salam, MBBS FACP

Montana
Jennifer A Feighner, MD FACP
Meghan E Johnston, MD FACP
Anne M Murphy, MD FACP
Nebraska

Alan R Erickson, MD FACP
Tanvir Hussain, MD FACP
Brian J Keegan, MD FACP
Matthew Lunning, DO FACP
Renee L Young, MD FACP

Nevada

Laura K Culley, MD FACP

New Jersey Northern

Shirish V Bhatt, MD FACP
Kara Beth Chenitz, MD FACP
Laurence J Hirsch, MD FACP
Mzingaye L Moyo, MD FACP
Amna S Yaqoob, MBBS FACP

New Jersey Southern

Adam C Kaplan, MD FACP

New York – Manhattan/Bronx

Linh T Dinh, MD FACP
Maria T Filopoulos, MD FACP
Keerthana Keshava, MBBS FACP
Megha Kothari, MD FACP
Marina Movshovich, MD FACP
Kumudha Ramasubbu, MD FACP
Lee Shearer, MD FACP
Elana R Sydney, MD FACP

New York – Brooklyn/Queens/Staten Island

Ayanna M Baptiste, MBBS FACP
Judith Ann Giunta, MD FACP
Natalya Goldshteyn, MD FACP
Anna Gorelik, MD FACP
Nancy A LaVine, MD FACP
Ruth Minkin, MD FACP
David J Ozeri, MD FACP
Yongxia Sarah Qu, MD FACP
Ankita Sagar, MD, MPH FACP
Sabrina A Saleem, MD FACP
Gioia Turitto, MD FACP
Maureen Z Wang, MD FACP
Michael Zablow, MD FACP

New York – Long Island

Lauren Block, MD FACP
Shalinee Chawla, MD FACP
Nga Yu Cheung, MD FACP
Irina M Dashkova, MD FACP
Stephanie Jones, MD FACP
Nita Kaul, MBBS FACP
Igor Kravets, MD FACP
Sabita Moktan, MD FACP
Patricia Ng, MD FACP
Catherine Nicastri, MD FACP
Mityanand Ramnarine, MD FACP
Tracey L Spinnato, MD FACP
Rachel Wong, MD FACP
Jamie C Yedowitz-Freeman, DO FACP
Bibi N Zainul, MD FACP

New York – Hudson Valley

Carol K Beechy, MD FACP
Maria-Jose F Camargo, MD FACP
Marcy Canary, MD FACP
Caroline M Gomez-Di Cesare, MD FACP
Gretchen Ann Hodgdon, MD FACP
Susan D Huffman, MD FACP
Amit K Saxena, MD FACP

New York – Upstate

Judith A Kramer, MD FACP
Sarah B Nemetz, MD FACP
Susan J Wegman, DO FACP

North Carolina

Hima J Challa, MD FACP
Parag A Chevli, MD FACP
Kathryn F Mileham, MD FACP
Raghava Nagaraj, FHM MBBS
Nicholas R Young, MD FACP

Ohio

Dalal M Chenouda, MD FACP
Daryl A Cottrell, MD FACP
John K Jewell, MD FACP
Colin Killeen, DO FACP
Ali A Mehdi, MD FACP
Anne T Neff, MD FACP
Charles Opperman, MD FACP
Malav P Parikh, MBBS FACP
Patricia E Radigan, MD FACP
Reema Taneja, MD FACP

**Oklahoma**

Angelia C Kirkpatrick, MD FACP
Maria E Ramos, DO FACP
Dwight W Reynolds, MD FACP

**Oregon**

Marian O Hodges, MD FACP
Mari Kai, MD FACP
Linda M Lewis, MD FACP
Elizabeth Liles, MD FACP
Andrea B Roast, MD FACP
Carolyn A Sites, DO FACP

**Other Countries**

Gaurav Agrawal, MBBS FACP – Australia
Robin Maskey, MD FACP – Nepal
Naveed Rashid, MBBS FACP – Pakistan
Stefan H Woehrer, MD FACP – Austria

**Pennsylvania Eastern**

Cynthia H Chuang, MD FACP
Glen Digwood, DO FACP
Jennifer L Kraschnewski, MD FACP
Margaret Kreher, MD FACP
Hyma V Polimera, MD FACP
Colleen M Rafferty, MD FACP
Jignesh Y Sheth, MD FACP
Cynthia Whitener, MD FACP

**Pennsylvania Southeastern**

Marguerite A Balasta, MD FACP
Safiyyah Bhatti, MD FACP
Shivanandh Chandrasekaran, MD FACP
Southeast Asia

Nyi Nyi Htun, MBBS FACP

Tennessee

Leah Cordovez, MD FACP
Stacy F Davis, MD FACP
Natalie R Dickson, MD FACP
Amy E Funderburk, MD FACP
Karen C Johnson, MD FACP
Fnu Kaweeta, MD FACP
Nirmi Kothari, MD FACP
Chakradhar M Reddy, MBBS FACP
Margaret M Stolz, MD FACP
Jennifer M Whitley Dooley, MD FACP

Texas Northern

Harold C DelasAlas, MD, PharmD FACP
Irving D Prengler, MD FACP
Whitney S Prince, MD FACP

Texas Southern

Celestine Alipui Van Lare, MD FACP
Leslee Ione Ball-Scovel, MD FACP
Carmen Cawley, MD FACP
Marian M Chen-Hah, MD FACP
Chelsea I Clinton, MD FACP
Pamela D Dugano-Daphnis, MD FACP
Fabrizia Faustinella, MD FACP
Marina George, MBBS FACP
Manjusha A Gupte, MD FACP
Kalen L Jacobson, MD FACP
Prajeesh Kandoth Karerat, MBBS FACP
Judith Krieg, MD FACP
Cielo C Manriquez, MD FACP
Kristin E Mondy, MD FACP
Hina T Pandya, MD FACP
Kavita Shah Patel, MD FACP
Mary D Ruppe, MD FACP
Beena Sattar, MD FACP
Erin J Silvertooth, MD FACP
Sarah I Smiley, DO FACP
Chandana Tripathy, MBBS FACP
Wei-Ming Tuan, MD FACP
Adriana M Vasquez, MD FACP
Debra A Vasquez, MD FACP

**United States Army**

CPT Sarah McCullough, MD FACP  
MAJ Long T Nguyendo, MD FACP  
Michael Stein, MD FACP  
John R Tyler, DO FACP  
Robert Walter, DHCE FACP

**United States Navy**

LCDR Melissa S Butts, DO FACP  
Nicholas Rohrhoff, MD FACP  
LT Brennan J Shutt, MC USN FACP  
Benjamin Samuel Vipler, MD FACP  
Hanford K Yau, MD FACP

**Utah**

Rachel Mitchell, MD FACP

**Vermont**

Jennifer P Gilwee, MD FACP  
Beth D Kirkpatrick, MD FACP  
Renee D Stapleton, MD FACP  
Amy Lynn A Teleron, MD FACP

**Virginia**

Patricia T Cook, MD FACP  
Lien P Dame, MD FACP  
Ravindra D Gupta, MD FACP  
Emad S Mohamed Khalil, MBchB FACP  
Laura Nieves, MD FACP  
Jennifer L Ryal, MD FACP  
Dominique L Vinh, MD FACP

**Washington**

Khaled S Elghonemy, MD FACP  
Stephanie M Fosback, MD FACP  
Midori K Larrabee, MD FACP  
Joshua M Liao, MD FACP  
Robert A Ory, MD FACP  
Matthew L Smitherman, MD FACP
Wisconsin

Brian L Johnson, MD FACP
Sophie M Kramer, MD FACP
Gregory H Taylor, MD FACP
Chizoba E Ugwumadu, MD FACP